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INTRODUCTIOX
The present paper is a continuation of investigations on subbase con-
vexity theory, started in [7] and in [8]. We are now concerned with
so-called convexity preserving (cp) mappings, a notion comparable to affine
mappings in vector space theory.
A first result is a characterization of cp maps in terms of subbasic line
segments, from which it can be deduced that normal binary subbases on
a given space are incomparable. It is also proved that a cp map commutes
with the fundamental operations on spaces with normal binary subbases.
This leads to a uniqueness theorem of induced Jensen mappings on super-
extensions, and to a new order theoretic classification of the super-
extensions of a space. We finally prove the existence of metrics which
are intimately related to normal binary subbases of metrizable compacta.
1. CONVEXITY PRESERVING MAPPINGS
1.1 SUBBASIC CONVEX SETS. Let Y be a closed subbase of a space X.
A nonempty set 0 C X is called Y -closed (or Y-convex) if there is a family
Cfi C Y such that 0 = n Cfi . We let H(X, Y) denote the set of all Y-elosed
subsets of X, equipped with the subspace topology of H(X), the hyper-
space of X . These notions originated from investigations on normal
binary subbases and superextension theory : see [6], [7] and [9].
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1.2 DEFINITION. Let X and Y be spaces, and let [1/ and !T be closed
subbases of, respectively, X and Y. A function f: X -+ Y is called a
convexity preserving map (briefly: a cp map) relative to [/ and !T if for
each P E H(Y,!T) it is true that f-I(P) E H(X, [1/) u {0}. In this case
We shall write
f : (X, [1/) -+ (Y, !T).
Notice that a cp map is automatically continuous.
A definition of cp maps has already occured in van Mill and Wattel [8]
in the case of binary subbases. Using theorem 1.5 below, it can be seen
that the latter definition coincides with ours in the case of normal binary
subbases. The main advantage of the present definition is that the com-
position of cp maps is again a cp map. It easily follows that there is a
category, whose objects are the pairs (X, [1/), X a space and [1/ a closed
subbase of X, and whose morphisms are the cp maps.
1.3 EXAMPLES AND BASICAL CONCEPTS
(a) For each i E I, let Xi be a space and let [l/i be a closed subbase
of Xi . The product space, X = TIiE! Xi, is given the following product
subbase:
[1/= II [l/i = {ni 1(St) lSi E [1/1 i E I},
i E!
where ni : X -+ Xl denotes the projection. Each map ni is then a ep map
with respect to [1/ and [l/i.
(b) Let [1/ be a closed subbase of X. A linked system in [1/ is a family
2 C [1/ such that each two members of 2 meet. A maximal linked system
in [1/ is briefly called an mls. Let A(X, [1/) be the set of all mls's in [1/,
topologized by the following closed (Wallman-type) subbase:
[1/+ = {S+IS E [I/} ,
where S+= {2 E A(X, [I/)IS E 2} .
This subbase has the obvious property that each linked system 2 C [1/+
has a nonempty intersection. Such a subbase is called binary. The resulting
topological space is called a superextension of X.
If X is a PI-space, and if [1/ is a PI-subbase (i.e. for each x E X and
S E [1/ such that x 1= S, there is an S' E [1/ with XES' C X -S), then there
is a canonical embedding i: X -+ J..(X, [/), defined by
i( x) = {S ix ES E [I/}.
It is easy to sec that i is a cp map, relative to Y and [1/+. For details,
see Verbeck [10].
(c) Let [1/ be a closed PI-subbase of the PI-space X. As usual, H(X , [1/)
denotes the space of all [I/-closcd subsets of X. At certain occassions,
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the collection H(f/'), consisting of all sets of type
<0, X )={D E H(X, 9')ID (\ 0if=0}, 0 E H(X, f/')
<0) = {D E H(X, 9')ID C C}, 0 E H(X, f/'),
forms a closed subbase of H(X, f/'). This is the ease if f/' satisfies the
following conditions: !/ is closed under intersections, H(X, !/) is compact,
and !/ is normal (i.e. for each pair of disjoint sets S1, S2 E !/ there exist
S~, S~ E !/ such that SI C S~ - S~, S2 C S~ - S~, and S~ u S~ = X): ef. van
Mill and van de Vel [7].
In this case, the (canonical) embedding of X in H(X, f/') is a cp map
again.
(d) The most interesting examples of such "compact" subbases are
the normal binary subbases, for which a rich "geometric" theory can be
built up with as a main tool the so-called nearest point map
p : X x H (X , !/) --+ X.
Thi s map is const ructed as follows. For each subset A of X, the !/-convex
closure of A is the set
ly(A) = (\ {S E !/IS J A}.
(with the intersection of the empty family equal to X). If A is a two-
point set {Xl, X2}, then ly(A) is also called the 9'-interval joining Xl and
X2. Then for each X E X and for each 0 E H(X, !/), p(x, C) is the unique
point contained in the set
n ly(x, c) (\ O.
CEO
See [7], where it has also been proved that p is continuous. We shall
prove that the map p is a cp map in each variable separately. For con -
venience, the mappings
p( - , C) with C E H(X, f/') fixed,
p(x, -) with x E X fixed
will also be called "nearest point maps". Notice that p( -, C) is a retraction
of X onto C for each 0 E H(X, !/).
(e) A particular type of cp maps has already been used by J ensen
(cf. [10]) in extending mappings to superextensions. This goes as follows.
Let 9' be a closed subbase of X, and let ff be a closed normal subbase
of Y . If I: X --+ Y is such that I-I(T) E !/ for each T E ff, then there
is a continuous map
?(f) = A(f; !/, ff): A(X, !/) --+ A( Y, ff),
sending 2 E A(X, f/') onto the unique mls in .r cont aining the linked
system
{TI/-I(T) E 2}
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(a linked system, which is contained in a unique maximal linked system
is often called a pre-mls). A(f) is called the induced Jensen map 011. If .9'
and :T are Tl-subbases, and if X and Yare Tl-spaces, then AU) extends
1 relative to the canonical embeddings
XC A(X, .9') ; Y C A(Y, :T).
We shall prove below that A(f) is a cp map, relative to the induced subbases
.9'+ and :T+. We shall also prove a uniqueness property for AU).
It is assumed throughout that all topological spaces are TI-spaces.
1.4 TH.JWREM. Let.9' and :T be normal binary subbases 01 the spaces
X and Y, respectively, and let I : X -+ Y be a continuous map. Then the
lollowing assertions are equivalent:
(a) I is a cp map relative to f/ and :T.
(b) lor each pair 01 points Xl, X2 E X,
I(Iy(xI, X2)) C Iy(f(xr), l(x2)) .
PROOF OF (a) =?- (b). Let Xl, X2 E X. Then
and using the convexity of the latter set,
I Y(XI. X2) C I-I(I.r(f(xI), l(x2)) .
PROOF OF (b) =?- (a). Let T E H(Y, :T), and let Xl, X2 E I-I(T) . Then
I(XI), l(x2) E T and hence I.r(f(XI) , l(x2)) CT. Using (b), it follows that
I Y(XI, X2) C I-I(T) .
1being continuous, I-I(T) is closed. It has been proved in [7] that a non-
empty closed set 0 of X is .9'-closed if (and only if) for each Xl, X2 E 0,
If/(XI, X2) CO. Hence, I-I(T) is .9'-closed or empty. D
1.5 THEOREM. L et I: (X, .9') -+ (Y,:T) be a cp map, where .9' and:T
are normal binary subbases 01 X and Y respectively. Then lor each
S E II(X, .9'), the set I(S) is the trace on im (f) of some :T-closed set of Y.
In particular, we have for each Xl, X2 E X that
l 'ROOF. Let S E H(X, .9'). Then obviously
I(S) C I.r(f(S)) n im (f).
Let y E I.r(f(S)) n im (f). 'l'hen ([7] lemma 2.1)
{y}= n I.r(f(x), y) ,
",eS
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and hence
0=1f-1(y)= n f-1(I,r(f(x), y)),
"'ES
where each member of the right hand intersecting family is 9'-closed.
Hence
2= {S} u {f-1(I,r(f(x), y)) \x E S}
is 11 linked system within H(X, 9') , and 9' being binary, n 2 =10. But
n 2 = f-1(y) n S,
proving that y E f(S) . This argument yields that
I,r(f(S)) n im (f) C f(S).
Applying this result on S=If/(x1,x2), we find that
f(lf/'(X1' x2))=I,r(f(If/'(x1' X2)) n im (f).
Now,
I,r(f(x1), f(X2)) C I,r(f(If/(xl, X2))
since f(xt}, l(x2) E I,r(f(If/(xl, X2)) and since the latter set is Y-closed,
whereas
since 1 is a cp map, and hence
This proves that
and hence that
o
1.6 COROLLARY. Incomparability 01 normal binary subbases. If 9'1 and
9'2 are normal binary subbases of the space X such that H(X , 9'1) C
C H(X, 9'2), then H(X, 9'1) = H(X, .St'2).
PROOF. By assumption, the identity map
id: (X, 9'2) ---* (X, 9'1)
1S a cp map. Applying theorem 1.5 then yields that
H(X, 9'2) C H(X, 9"1). o
The above corollary motivates the following definition: two closed
subbases 9'1 and 9'2 of a space X are called equivalent if H(X, 9'1) =
= H (X , 9'2).
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1.7 COROLLARY. Let X be a compact tree-like space. Then up to equi-
valence, X admits a unique normal binary subbase.
PROOF. There is a normal binary subbase .9o= H(X , .90) of X, con-
sisting of all nonempty sub continua of X (cf. van Mill and Schrijver [6]).
Let .91 be another normal binary subbase of X. Using the associated
nearest point map (ef. example 1.2(d)), each member of H(X, .91) is a
retract of X , and hence a subcontinuum. This proves that H(X , .91) C
C H(X, .9'0), and by corollary 1.6, .90 and .91 are equivalent. 0
If X is a metrisable continuum which admits a normal binary subbase,
then X is an AR (cf. van Mill [5]). Hence, if X is l-dimensional moreover,
then X is a dendron, i.e. a metric compact tree-like space (cf. Borsuk [2]).
This leads to the following problem. If X is a metric continuum of
dimension> 1 which admits a normal binary subbase, does X then admit
at least two non-equivalent normal binary subbases 1 Does X admit two
normal binary subbases which are not even isomorphic in the category
of ep maps 1
2. ;\WRE PROPERTIES AND EXAMPU;S OF CP MAPS
There are three fundamental operations on spaces with normal binary
subbases: the nearest point map, the convex closure operator and the inter-
section operator. It turns out that each of them is preserved by a cp map.
Moreover, we prove that the nearest point map is ep in each variable
separately and that cp extensions on superextensions are unique.
2.1 THEOREM. Let .9 be a normal binary subbase 0/X and let 0 E H(X, .9).
Then the nearest point mapping p : X -+ 0 is a cp map.
PROOF. 0 is given the canonical trace subbase, derived from .9. Let
DE H(X, .9) n (0). Let x , y E p-1(D) and assume that there is a point
Z E l!7(x, y) -p-1(D). Then p(z) i D and consequently, by normality of .9,
there are So, Sl E .9 such that p(z) E So- S1, D C S: - So and So U S: = X .
We claim that z E SO-Sl. For assume to the contrary that Z E Sl . Fix a
point d e D C O. Then
{p(z)}= n l!7(z, c) n 0 C l!7(z, d) C S1,
CEO
which is a contradiction. Hence Z E SO-Sl. However, this implies that
I{x, y} n Sol ;;;. 1, for , suppose that x and yare both contained in Sl. Then
so is l!7(x, y), which contradicts the fact that Z i Sl . Therefore we may
assume that x E So. This is again a contradiction however, since
{p(x)} = n I.9'(x, c) n 0 C I!7(x, p(z)) C So.
CEO
The result then follows from the continuity of p (cf. [7]) and from
theorem 1.4. 0
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2.2 THEOREM. Let Y be a binary normal subbase 01 X, and let Xo EX.
Then the nearest point map p : H(X, Y) -+ X, sending A E H(X, Y) to
p(xo, A), is a cp retraction.
PROOF. Let H(Y) denote the canonical subbase of H{X, Y), as de-
scribed in example 1.3. It has been shown in [7] that this subbase is normal
and binary if Y is. Then:
(*) 1H(YJ(A, B) = (l[1'{A U B) n n {(l[1'{a, b), X )la E A, b EB}
i.e. C E 1H(y)(A , B) iff C C l[1'(A U B) and for each a E A, b E B: C n
n l[1'(a, b)'i0. In fact,
1H(Y )(A , B )= n{(D)IA,BE(D)} n n{<E,X)IA,BE(E,X)},
by definition, and formula (*) easily follows.
Let A, BE H(X, Y) and let C E 1H(Y )(A , B). For simplicity of notation,
we write XD =P(XO, D) for each DE H(X, Y). Assume that Xc ¢= l[1'{xA, XB).
By normality of Y there exist So, Sl E Y such that Xc E So - S1,
l[1'(xA, XB) C Sl-S0, and So U Sl =X. Then A, or B, meets So, for other-
wise A U B C l[1'{A u B) C s. and consequently C C S1, contradicting
that Xc E C - Sl. Assume e.g. that A meets So. Then Xo ¢= So, for otherwise,
XA E So. Hence Xo E Sl; also l[1'{xA, XB) C Sl and C n 1[I'(XA, XB)'i 0 whence
C meets S1 . But this implies that Xc E Si, which is a contradiction. Using
the fact that p is continuous (cf. van Mill and van de Vel [7]), theorem 1.4
implies that p is a cp map. Clearly, p is a retraction. 0
REMARK. The above theorems suggest the question whether the nearest
point mapping p: X x H{X, Y) -+ X is a cp map. The following example
answers this question negatively. Let X =l and Y={[O,x]IO<x <l} U
U {[x, l]!O.,;;;x< I}. There is an obvious embedding 4>: Hil, Y) -+ 12 de-
fined by
4>{A): = (min A, max A).
Identify H(1, Y) and 4>(H(1, Y)) = {(x, y) E 12Ix.,;;;y}. Then it is easily seen
that
p-1{!) = ([0, ~] x {(i, Y)ll .,;;;y}) U m, 1] x {(x, l)!x.,;;; i}) U
U ({t} x {(x, Y)lx < l, y :> !}).
It can be verified that the canonical product subbase of X x H(X, Y)
coincides with the trace of canonical product subbase of 13 on the sub-
space 1 x 4>(lI(X, Y)). It easily follows that p-1(!) is not subbasic closed.
2.3 THEOREM. Let I : (X, Y) -+ (Y, .r ), where Y and !T are normal
binary subbases. Then 1 commutes with the nearest point map, i.e. il
T E H( Y,!T) and il
p: X -+ 1-1(T); p: Y -+ 1.rUI-1(T))
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denote the corresponding nearest point mappings, then the lollowing diagram
commutes :
p
p
PROOF. Choose x E X. Then
{p(x)} = n I y (x , v) (l 1- I(T) .
Uf - 1(T )
Consequently, by t heorem 1.4,
{fp (x)} C n I(I y (x , v ) (l1- I(T ))
u f-1(T)
C n I,r(f(x), I(v )) (l1I- I(T )
nt-ItT)
C n I,r(f(x), t) (I I ,r(fj-I(T ))
IEIf-l(TJ
= {pl(x)} .
(for the last equality see [7], lemma 1.2). o
2.4 THEOREM . L et I : (X, 9') -+ (Y, .r), where 9' and .r are normal
binary subbas es. Then I commutes with the convex closure operators I y and
I,r, i .e. lor each closed set A e x ,
I(I y(A)) = I ,r(f(A )) (I im (f).
PROOF. Since I(A) C j(Ig'(A)), we have that I,r(f(A)) (I im (f ) C I(Iy(A)),
by theorem 1.5. On the other hand, A C I-II.r (f(A)) and since I is a cp
map we concl ude that Ig'(A) C I- II,r(f (A )). Therefore,
IIg'(A) C I,r(f(A)) (I im (f) . 0
2.5 THE OR E M. L et I: (X, 9') -+ (Y, .r), where 9' and .r are normal
binary subbases . Then j comm utes with the intersection operator, i.e . lor
each linked system .ft? C H(X, 9') we have that 1((I .ft?)= nLE2' I(L).
PROOF. Let y E nLE2' I(L). Since I is a cp map, the fiber I-I(y) is in
H(X, 9'). Then .ft? u {I-I(y)} is a linked system of 9'-closed sets. Conse-
quently, by the binarity of 9', we have that (I .ft? (l1-I(y) i= 0, proving
that y E 1((1 .ft?) . 0
2.6 THEOREM. L et 9' and .r be normal TI-subbases lor the spaces X
and Y, resp ectively, and let I : X -+ Y be a mapping such that I-I(T ) E 9'
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(since M+=I[f+(M))
(since I equals g on X)
lor each T E ff. Then the induced Jensen mapping
A(f) =}.(f ;!/, ff): A(X,!/) -+ A(Y, ff)
is a cp mapping extendi ng I. Moreover, A(f) is the unique cp mapping which
extends I.
Due to the fact that a space X is usually not dense in A(X, !/) (e.g.
if X is compact and if !/ is not binary), there may as well exist more
than one continuous extension of the map I. Restricting to the category
of cp mappings, the extension is unique. Hence, superextension theory
can be regarded as "ordinary compactification theory" within the appro-
priate category.
PROOF. First notice that the Jensen mapping },,(f) : A(X,!/) -+ A(Y, ff)
is continuous. Let T E ff. We will prove that ;.(f)-1[T+] E H(},,(X , !/), !/+)
or is empty, which suffices to prove that A(f) is a cp map. 'rake vii, JV E
E },,(f)-1[T+] and flJJ E I[f+(.-It, JV) such that ,o/l If. },,(f)-1[T+]. As {'[1 E ffl
1-1(T) E flJJ} is a pre-mls for },,(f)(flJJ) there is a '['0 E :r such that 1-1(To) E ,<?J
and To (\ T = 0. Take T~, T' E ff such that To C T~ - T' , T C '[1' - T~ and
T~ u T ' = Y. Then 1-1(T~) u 1- 1('1" )= X and consequently 1-1(T~)+ u
u 1-1(T')+ =}.(X, !/). Now if .-It and JV both belong to 1-1(T')+ we con-
clude that
flJJ E I[f+ i:«, JV) C 1-1(T')+,
which is a contradiction since flJJ E 1-1(To)+ and 1-1('[10)+ r, 1-1(T')+= 0.
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that .-It E l-l(T~)+. Then
T~ E },,(f)(.-It) and as T~ (\ T = 0, this is a contradiction. Now, from the
continuity of A(f) and from the characterization of !/+-closed sets in
}.(X,!/) mentioned in the proof of theorem 1.4, we conclude that ).(f)
is a cp map.
We next prove that A(f) is unique. Suppose that g: },,(X, .9') -+ },,(Y,ff)
is another cp map which extends I. Let vii E A(X, !/). Then
{g(vii)} =g( n M+)
Me.,/(
C n g(M+)
Me.,/(
n g(I[f+(M))
Me.,/(
n I,r+(g(M)) n im (g) (theorem 2.4)
Me.,/(
C n I,r+(f(M))
Me.,/(
n {T+IT E ff and {f[M E J(: I(M) C T}
Te,r
= p.(f) (.-It)},
since {T E ff!{f[ME vii: I(M) C T} is a pre -mls for A(f) (vii).
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o
The above theorem can now be used to construct a natural partial
ordering on the set of superextensions with respect to normal subbases
of a fixed space. To this end, let X be a topological space and define
A(X): = {A(X, 9")19" is a normal T1-subbase for X} .
2.7 Dl<JFINITION Two elements J.(X,9") and A(X,.r) of A(X) are
called equivalent when there is a cp homeomorphism 4>: A(X, 9") -+ A(X,.r)
which extends id x
Now define an order < on A(X) by putting
).(X , 9") <:J.(X , .r) iff there exists a cp surjection
f: A(X, .r) -+ A(X, 9") which extends idx.
We then have:
2.8 TIIEORl<JM . Up to equivalence, < is a partial ordering.
PROOF. We only need to prove that <: is antisymmetric. Take A(X, 9"),
A(X,.r) E A(X) and assume that there exist cp surjections f: A(X, 9") -+
-+ A(X ,.r) and q : i.(X,.r) -+ i .(X, 9") extending idz. Then
fog: A(X ,.r) -+ A(X,.r)
is a cp surjection which extends idx. By theorem 2.6, we have that
f og=idl(x.,r) . In the same way, g of=idl(x.9') . Hence J.(X,9") and
J.(X,.r) are equivalent. 0
3. APPLICATION : TIIE EXISTEKCE OF SUBBASE-CONVEX METRICS
3.1 DEFINITION. Let 9" be a closed subbase of the space X , and let
d be a metric on X. Then d is called 9"-convex provided that for each
S E H(X, 9") and for each r » 0,
Br(S) = {xld(x , S)<:r}
is 9"-closed .
We shall present examples showing that the above defined notion is
independent of the classical notion of a convex metric, even in the case
of normal binary subbases of connected spaces (a connected space, which
admits a normal binary subbase, is also locally connected: cf. Verbeek
[10]. If the space is metrizable, then it is a peano continuum - even an
AR - and hence it admits a convex metric, cf. Bing [1]).
3.2 EXAMPLJ<JS
(a) w denotes the cardinal number of the natural number system.
Let Q=[O, 1]0) be the Hilbert cube, and let.rO) be the canonical (product)
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sub base of Q, which is normal and binary . Then the metric d on Q, de-
fined by
d((xn)n."" (Yn)n.",) = max {2-n'l xn-Ynlln E w}
is a §'",-convex metric on Q.
(b) Let X be a compact space, and let d be a metric on X. Then the
formula
d i:«, JV) = inf {rWM E .e .Br(M) E JV}
defines a metric d on A(X, H(X)) extending d (cf. Verbeek [10]). Wc prove
that d is convex relative to the induced subbase H(X)+ of A(X, H(X))
(it is customary to write A(X) instead of A(X, H(X))).
Let T E H(?(X), H(X)+) . Then ·there is a (linked) collection Cff C H(X)
such that
T = n {C+IC E Cff}.
We prove that for each r ;» 0,
Let vIt E Br(T). By the compactness of l(X), there is an JV E T with
d(vIt, JV) .;;;:r. Hence Br(N) E vIt for each N EJV, and since Cff C .,...V,we
find that vIt is in the right hand set of the equat ion (*) .
If the latter is true, then by the sym met ry of d,
MEvIt,CECff.
By Zorn's lemma , there is an mls JV in H(X) such that
JV :) <c U {Br(M)IM E vIt}.
Hence JV E T and d (vIt, JV ) .;;;: r by construct ion.
(c) The usual metric d on [0, I]Z,
d((XI, xz), (Yl , yz)) = (ixi -YlI2+IX2- YzI2)i ,
is convex , but not 5"z-convex, where 5"2 is the canonical (product) sub-
base of the square.
(d) Let the metric d on the square [0, I] Z be defined by,
d((Xl, X2) , (Yl, yz)) = max {I Xl - Yll, Ixz - yzj}
and consider the metric subspace
x = ([0 , 1] x {O}) U ({l} x [0, 1]).
Then the trace of the canonical subbase 5"2 of the square on X yields a
normal binary subbase of X , the metric d on X is subbase convex , but
it is not convex on X. Notice that X R::! [0, 1], and hence the subbase
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of X in consideration is equivalent to the usual one (theorem 1.6): the
unit interval admits a nonconvex, subbase convex metric.
The main objective of this final section is to prove the existence, on
metrizable spaces with a given normal binary subbase, of an associated
subbase convex metric. Such a metric has certain desirable features, as
is shown in our next result:
3.3 THEOREM. Let,9J be a normal binary subbase of X, let d be an
,9J-convex metric on X, and let 8 E H(X, 9'). Then the corresponding nearest
point map
ps: X ~8
has the following properties:
(a) ps is a metric nearest point map, i.e. for each x E X,
d(x, 8) = d(x, ps(x))
(b) Ps is a metric contraction, i .e. for each Xl, X2 EX,
Recall, moreover, that Ps is a retraction 0/ X onto 8.
PROOF OF (a). Let r=d(x, 8). Since {x} E H(X, ,9J), we find that
Br(x) E H(X, ,9J) .
X being compact,
8 ('\ Br(x) # 0.
Hence, by the construction of ps, Ps(x) E Br(x), i.e , d(x, Ps(x)) < r, and (a)
easily follows from this.
PROOF OF (b). Let d(Xl, X2) =r and d(PS(Xl), PS(X2)) =s. Since
I f/(Xl, PS(Xl)) ('\ 8 = {PS(Xl)}'
we find that
If/(xl, PS(Xl)) ('\ If/(Ps(xl) , PS(X2)) = {PS(Xl)}'
Hence, putting T = If/(Xl' PS(Xl)), we obtain
PT(PS(X2)) = PS(Xl).
Applying (a) on PT,
d(PS(X2), If/(Xl' PS(Xl)))= d(PS(X2) , PS(Xl))= s.
Since d is 9'-convex, the set Br(If/(Xl' PS(Xl))) is in H(X, ,9J).
Now, X2 E Br(If/(Xl' PS(Xl))), and Br(If/(xl, PS(Xl))) ('\ 8#0, whence by
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the construction of ps,
PS(X2) E Br(Iy(xl, PS(Xl))).
It follows that
D
The first property, (a), has been known for some time on the super-
extension A(X) of a compact metric space X, using the metric d on A(X)
which is described in example 3.2(b).
The result (a) also comes close to an old result of Kuratowski (cf. [4])
which states that a subspace A of a metrizable space X is a retract of X
iff there is a metric e on X such that for each x E X there is a unique
f(x) E A such that e(x, f(x)) =e(x, A). In the present case, the desired
metric is a subbase convex metric, which does the job with respect to a
large number of retractions at the time. Only, the nearest point need
not be unique with respect to the metric.
3.4 THEOREM. Let:7 and §' be normal binary subbases of, respectively,
X and Y, and let e: (X, :7) --7- (Y, §') be a cp embedding. Then each §'-
convex metric on Y induces an :7-convex metric on X.
PROOF. Let d be a §'-convex metric on Y. We use the same symbol
d to denote the induced metric on X making the map e into an isometry.
We let B!(A) denote the closed r-ball around A C X, and B;(A) the
closed r-ball around A C Y.
Let SEH(X,:7) and r:;;;.O. We prove that
(*) e(B!(S)) = Bi(I,r(e(S))) n e(X)
In fact, one inclusion (C) is obvious, since e is an isometry. Let e(x) now
be in the right hand set of (*), and consider the two nearest point maps
pX: X --7- S (derived from :7)
pY: Y --7- I,r(e(S)) (derived from §').
By theorem 2.4,
e(S)=I,r(e(S)) n e(X)
and e being injective, it follows that S = e-1(I,r(e(S))). Applying theorem
2.3, we find that
epX(x) = pYe(x),
and using theorem 3.3(a),
r » d(e(x), I,r(e(S))) = d(e(x), epX(x)) =d(x, pX(x):;;;. d(x, S),
whence x E B!(S). This proves the other half of (*), and it follows that
B!(S) =e-1 (BiI,re(S)) E H(X, :7)
since e is an injective cp map.
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3.5 THEOREM. Let!/ be a closed normal subbase 01 a compact space X.
Then there is a cp embedding 01 (X, !/) in some Tychonov cube I" with
its canonical product subbase 9"'",. II X is metrizable, moreover, then the
cardinal number iX can be taken equal to w.
This theorem can easily be derived from the following result in van Mill
and Wattel [8] : if p+-q are in X, then there is a map I:X -+ [0, I] such
that I(p) = 0, I(q) = 1, and for each t E [0, 1], both 1-1([0, t]) a nd 1-1([t, I])
are (countable) intersections of members of !/. In our terminology, I is
a cp map (where [0, I] carr ies its canonical normal binary subbase) .
Let !F be a family of cp maps (X, !/) -+ [0, 1] whi eh separates the
points of X . If X is metrizable, then !F may be assumed to be countable.
Then, if iX is the cardinality of ff , we obtain the desired cp embedding
e: (X, !/) -+ ([0, 1)"',9"'",)
by putting
e(x) = (/(x)h.F o
3.6 COROLLARY. L et X be a metrizable space with a normal binary
subbase !/. Then X admits an !/-convex metric.
PROOF. Use the 9"'w-convex metric of the Hilbert cube and theorems
3.4 , 3.5. 0
As we noticed above, a metrizablo continuum carrying a normal binary
subbase is a Peano continuum, and hence it carries a convex metric.
It is an unsolved problem whether such a space admits a metric which
is both convex and subbase convex. Lots of spaces possess su ch a metric,
e.g. the cubes I", iX <;; w. Also :
3.7 THEOREM. Let X be a peano continuum. Then the superextension
A(X) 01 X admits a convex and subbase convex metric.
I'ROOF. Let d be a convex metric for X (Bing [1]) . Then its canonical
extens ion d on A(X) (cf . exam ple 3.2(b)) is H(X)+-convex. We now prove
that d is also a convex metric.
In fact, let vIt, JV E A(X) and let d(vIt, JV) =r. For a fixed t E [0, r],
we claim that
is a linked system. Indeed, let ME vIt and N E JV. Since B r(M) n N +- 0,
we can choose x E M, YEN, such that d(x, y) <;;r. If d(x, y) -c t, then
obviously Bt(M) n Br-t(N) +- 0.
Hence, assume d(x, y) > t. d being a convex metric there is a z E X
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such that d(x, z) =t and d(z, y) =d(x, y) -t<r-t. Therefore,
z E Bt(M) n Br-t(N).
Let & t be an mls containing »; By construction,
u.«.&t) <,t; sc«, &ej <o r - t,
and hence the equalities must hold. 0
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